
Galatians 6 Part 5 

 

GETTING THE GOSPEL RIGHT (GTGR): (GAL 6:1-10) 
 
The book of Galatians is about getting the gospel right. All six chapters have this as their theme. This also therefore was Paul's 
purpose for writing the letter : so that his original recipients (the churches in the Galatian region) - as well as those churches reading 
it in the future, would (indeed) GTGR. As such all the book's instruction; all the truths established by its inspired words, exist to 
elucidate and illuminate this main theme and purpose. 
 
20. GTGR  is why the church needs faithful pastors. 
 
What stops the rapid spread of a false gospel message are faithful pastors. They represent Christianity's first line of defense (2Ti 
1:14). As such, history proves that the health of Christianity (how often it is GTGR) is directly related to the number of faithful 
pastors in the pulpits/churches. By divine inspiration (then) this becomes the purpose of Paul's final words to the Galatians: to 
provide the profile of a faithful pastor: 
 
20.1. He1 is theologically competent/sound 
 
Today we don't usually hear the words "pastor" and "theologian" used to refer to the same person. Yet this is a part of what it 
means to be a faithful pastor. It means being a pastor-theologian. In other words, pastors who are theologically competent/sound.  
In verse 11, Paul reveals this to be true of himself.  
 
(11)  = Such words are clearly not meant to communicate that Paul was long-winded! Rather, they are meant to draw notice to his 
ability to argue his point. In other words, Paul wanted the Galatians to (now) reflect upon the amount of biblical support and 
understanding he had demonstrated over the course of 6 chapters ["See (consider) what large letters (of biblical support and 
understanding of the subject) I am writing to you with my own hand (as a demonstration of my ability)"].   
 
As such, what Paul is ultimately pointing to is his theological competency and (therefore) soundness to function as a 
shepherd/pastor to God's people (2Co 11:5-6). Paul's words however, are not to be viewed as the exception to the rule. They are 
instead meant to function as an authoritative paradigm - as timeless instruction for the Church. All pastors are (again) called to be 
theologically competent.  
  
 Consider: 
 
 20.1.1. Paul's instruction regarding the theology of other teachers/pastors (1Ti 1:3-7, 4:13-17; 2Ti 1:13, 2:1,14-21, 3:15-17) 
 
 20.1.2. James' warning regarding teachers in the church (Jam 3:1) 
 
 20.1.3. Jesus/God's condemnation of theologically incompetent shepherds/pastors (Mat 15:14, 22:29; Isa 56:11; Jer 10:21) 
 
This then is a part of what separates the faithful from the unfaithful; those GTGR from those that are not - are they theologically 
competent/sound? 
 
God's means for testing theological competency =   [Tit 1:9; this is how a evpi,skopoj/"overseer" (1Ti 3:2) is ordained a  presbute,rouj 
/elder or "ordained/appointed overseer" (Tit 1:5)]2. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                           
1 The gender distinction is deliberate. Though it should go without mention, today many professing Christians are either ignorant or insolent to the 
fact that the office of pastor is not only limited to men, but also carries damning consequences for those women who take such positions (1Ti 2:12-
15). 
2 The "American" problem w/employing such competency protocol is as Alexis de Tocqueville observed when coming to America in the early 19th 
century, "To escape from imposed systems is (the American's) goal, and to seek by themselves and in themselves for the only reason for things, 
looking to results without getting entangled in the means toward them...So each man is narrowly shut up in himself, and from that basis makes the 
pretension to judge the world...Thus the Americans have needed no books to teach them philosophic method, having found it in themselves." In 
other words, Americans suffer from being far too independent, pragmatic and arrogant in their thinking - esp. when it comes to spiritual 
knowledge/competency (i.e. everybody is an expert), to seek approval from some other authority (or authoritative system) outside themselves. 



20.2. He is an ecclesiastical whistleblower  
 
Being a faithful pastor entails more than just being theologically competent. It requires also a willingness to expose (even condemn) 
those Christian leaders/teachers who are cowards, compromisers, hypocrites, heretics and hiding ill motives.  And this was the 
Judaizers. Not only were they incompetent theologically (a pt. proven by their inability to refute Paul at Jerusalem Council - Act 15), 
but also hypocritical heretics and cowardly compromisers. It is here (then) that Paul "blows the whistle" in verses 12 -13.  
 
 
 
As it regards cowardly compromisers: 
(12) "It is those [the Judaizers] who want to make a good showing in the flesh [who want to support their propaganda about 
Gentiles needing to become Jews  in order to be right w/God] who would force you [the Galatians] to be circumcised [the physical 
"in the flesh" mark distinguishing Jew from Gentile as prescribed by God under the OC], and only in order that they may not be 
persecuted for the cross of Christ [the motive behind the Judaizers' campaign: a desire to avoid 
enmity/disrespect/ridicule/ostracization (i.e. being "persecuted") by their fellow (non- Christian) Jews (family, neighbors, etc) who 
despised any close association w/the uncircumcised (Gentiles) - and likewise, any religion which saw such individuals as clean (i.e. 
right w/God) through some non -"in the flesh" means (i.e. faith in "the cross of Christ"). IOW: they were ashamed of the gospel  
(Rom 1:16 w/1Co 1:23)]." 
 
Paul was acutely aware of the kind of persecution another Jew would receive for not pressing the OC clean laws as necessary to 
membership in the covenant community and fellowship w/God. This then is what he is most likely alluding to when he says, (17)"I 
bear on my body the marks of Jesus". Like Jesus, he had suffered physical pain and punishment from the Jewish community (Act 
9:23-25, 14:19, 21:27-32; 2Co 11:24-26); hence the reason for what Paul says to the Corinthians in 1Co 2:3. Corinth was a hotbed of 
Jewish persecution - Act 18:9-17). The Jews were Paul's greatest antagonists and danger in ministry -and that most esp. b/c of his 
inclusion of the Gentiles (e.g. Act 22:21-22; the same was true for Jesus - Luk 4:24-29). Yet such persecution does not cause Paul to 
change the requirements of the gospel so that it is more palatable and less painful. Unlike the Judaizers, Paul was no cowardly 
compromiser - nor a friend of those who were. Instead he exposed and preached against such people.  
 
As it regards hypocritical heretics: 
(13) "For even those who are circumcised [the Judaizers] do not themselves keep the law [a reference to the OC clean laws - the 
primary context for Paul's usage of the word "law" throughout the letter. The Judaizers did not "keep" - or faithfully follow all the 
clean  laws3. Though it is hard to know which of the other clean laws Paul is speaking about, none were as visible -nor carried the 
same initial weight as circumcision when dealing w/Jewish identity (Consider: it is circumcision not sacrifice, etc which is often used 
as a synonym for the Jews  - even by Paul! e.g. Gal 2:8-9). This in all probability then was the only area of compliance the Judaizers 
were concerned about - and why Paul says what he does in (Gal 5:13). IOW: the Judaizers were hypocrites! It is the whole law or 
none at all - Jam 2:10], but [nonetheless] they [still] desire to have you [the Galatians] circumcised that they may boast in your 
flesh [again Paul exposes the Judaizers ill motives: bragging that Gentiles had "saw the light" and become Jews through circumcision 
(similar to 4:17). This time however Paul's purpose for bringing it up is to highlight their heretical hypocrisy (versus their cowardly, 
compromising nature). Why heretical? b/c they were (once more) preaching such (partial) adherence to the OC clean laws as 
necessary to being right w/God (justification).]." 
 
The relevance of Paul's whistle-blowing actions against cowardly, compromising, heretical and hypocritical pastor/teachers cannot 
be discounted. It is just as important an attribute of the faithful pastor's resume today as it was in Paul's day since:  
 
 20.2.1. Exposing such individuals is explicitly commanded  -even when it will cause suffering (Eph 5:10; 2Ti 1:8 w/3:12) 
 
 20.2.2. All these areas continue to be a perennial problem among those in ministry 
  (e.g. pastors refusing to mention/deal with sin b/c they are afraid people will leave; pastors refusing to preach on  
 obedience to Christ and the authority of the church b/c they are afraid people won't come; in short, compromising the 
 gospel message to fill the  pews; Luk 6:26 w/13:23-24 w/Mat 7:13-14).  
 
 20.2.3. Whistle-blowing is one of the most effective ways to protect God's flock and gospel (1Ti 4:1-6)4 
 
  
 20.2.4. When we do it, we become imitators not only of Paul, but also Jesus (e.g. Luk 12:1)5. 
  
  
 

                                                           
3 There is ample indication/evidence from what Paul says about the Judaizers in his address to the Romans that they also fell short in 
their practice of the moral commands (e.g. Rom 2:23). 
4 Winston Churchill's words on criticism are apropos: "Criticism may not be agreeable, but it is necessary. It fulfills the same function as pain in the 
human body. It calls attention to an unhealthy state of things." 
5 Our imitation of Jesus and Paul in this way includes satire since this too characterizes the ministry of both in relation to such individuals (e.g. Gal 
5:12).  "Satire is prominent in biblical narrative where wholly deficient or immoral human behavior is the staple." - Wilhoit Ryken. For more on this 
subject see "A Serated Edge" by Douglas Wilson 


